
Bespoke Photo Books



o many of us retain an abundance of family/friends’ images in 

both print and electronic formats that have accumulated over 

the years, stored in any number of places - and perhaps, not 

viewed as often as they could or indeed - should be.

Anyone who has set out to make a selection of photographs and assemble 
those chosen into an album -  will know the choice and the time needed to 

complete the project can be surprisingly daunting.
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WHAT WE READ



But with more than a little help from an 
experienced professional; someone who is 

demonstrably practised in the art ...
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... the result can be priceless!
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Carol Parry started Purplefish more than twenty years ago and she will 
work closely with you, consulting at every stage of the journey. These pages 

show just a few examples of the growing reputation Purplefish enjoys for 
producing glorious, bespoke, personal picture albums and yearbooks that 

will grace any bookshelf or coffee table.
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CONTENTS

THE HOOD  6

SEEMA & APPU 22

FRIENDS  40

SAIRA   58

ARMAAN  86

FAMILY 108

London
2005-2015

Magnificently laid out and printed - 
the books can, if wished, be 

chronologically compiled, always 
with a considered choice of creative 

embellishments.
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With the creative expertise Purplefish can bring, 
a potentially arduous, time consuming task, 

becomes a pleasurable and rewarding experience.

And with frequent consultation, the 
result is an expertly compiled and 
tastefully art directed memento - 
printed and bound in a choice of 

attractive covers.
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You now own an invaluable keepsake that will be cherished for years to come - 
by you, your family and successive generations.

If you would like to take the first step towards creating your very own collection of 
memories, you can reach Carol on any of the following:

+44 7774 816377    +1 310 779 5763     cp@carolparry.com      www.purplefish.com


